Things to Think About and Perhaps Act Upon
No need to tell you this Nation, the Constitution, and We have a serious security problem.
You know that. Obama, Clinton, and the Democrats are executing a very successful effort
to destroy anything that is not in agreement with their socialist agenda. So here are a few
issues you might want to think about and act upon.
I don’t know your opinion of Donald Trump and I am not here to change it but if you do
not support his campaign and stand with the man then you get Hillary. If you get Hillary
then you get:
- The TPP (Trans Pacific Partnership)
- Continuation of Obamacare (HillaryCare)
- A liberal Supreme Court for the next 20 or more years
- No border control thus the continued influx of millions of illegal aliens
- A flood of immigrants from the Middle East (think Sharia Law and the undoing of the
governance of the Constitution)
- Terrorists infiltration
- 20 - 30+ Trillion Debt
- Small growth in jobs and the GDP
- Higher Federal taxes
- Loss of at least the 1st and 2nd Amendments, if not more
- Destruction of the Coal Industry, assuming it lasts in any fashion through December 2016
- Limited domestic oil production
- AND a bunch more which I am not mentioning – but isn’t that above enough of a
motivator?
We have a number of Republican Insiders who are willing to vote for, support, and give
money to Hillary – just because they want to protect their place and control. Trump is
indeed a threat to them and the millions who have attended his rallies know that Trump is a
key to a last-ditch effort to preserve what of our Nation remains and, with luck, reestablish
some of what we lost. In many ways those attendees are what has replace the TEA Party.
I am not asking you to make Trump a part of your happy family. But the fact that your
choice in the Republican Primary did not win is not a reason to simply complain and do
nothing. The Virginia Delegation to the Republican Convention made a complete ass of
itself – hopefully Virginia itself is not linked to their antics. It remains to be seen if those in
the Virginia Delegation who contributed to the spectacle will honestly get behind Trump.
But if you and I do not, if you and I do not get out every vote we can in our area then
Virginia will go to Hillary. Maybe you can live with that. I can not.
So put a Trump sign in your yard. (Send an email to Trump-Pence@PolyRAD.net to know
when they become available and where to get them.) Help Team Virginia with some door
knocking and phone calling (Volunteer by sending an email to kretter@rpv.org.) Explain to
people how important it is to vote for Trump. Basically the explanation boils down to “It’s
the Supreme Court Stupid.” As the old Nike Ads said: “Just do it.”

